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Lesson #2: Size and Level 
 

Target Audience:  Ages 4 & 5 
Space:  studio 
Length of time:  45 minutes 
Music:  Brain Bop & Songs for Dancing by Kate Kuper, Contrast & Continuum Vol. I, 
by Eric Chappelle (Track #14, A Tale of Two Villages)  
Materials: cones, yoga squares, word cards. Optional: stretchy bands 
Pre-class props and music: stretchy bands.  Suggested music: Shenanigans: Dance Music 
for Children 
 
Warming Up   Duration  Music   
Warm up   10 minutes  live or Brain Bop #1 & #2 
The Developmental Movement Pattern Sequence (BrainDance). Do this sitting in a circle, 
singing. To emphasize levels, go between sitting and standing. Use the core/distal pattern 
as a means of emphasizing size. See Nursery Rhymes in Brain-Compatible Dance 
Education and download lyrics from the Brain Bop page of Kate’s website 
 
Transition: Come to the board; sit ready position. 
Intro to Concept   Duration       
    5 minutes     
How the board looks: 
 
Size  Level 
Big  High 
Small 
  Low 
 
See, hear, say, do size and level.  Small size means close to your core, not necessary close 
to the floor.   Big size means far from your core, not necessarily high to the sky.  You can 
be big and low, like a snow angel, or high and small, like a giraffe. 
 
Connect near reach and far reach of size to the concept of core/distal.   Have children 
explore concepts seated and standing.  
 
Transition: Move to a perfect spot in general space.   
 
Make sure everyone says all 4 words (high, low, big, small) as they move through the 
space doing each thing, individually and in combinations: big and low, high and big, 
small and high, low and small. 
  
Transition: Sit Ready Position. While the teacher or helps sets up cones to divide the 
space into two “Lands” begin to describe them.  Remember that pacing is very important 
in the success of a lesson.  As you set up, keep the children’s interest either by Mountain 
Breathing, giving instructions, or posing a reflection question.  
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Explore  Duration Music  Props  
Opposite Lands 5 minutes  C & C Vol. I # 14      cones 
  
 “Giants and Babies” – One side of the cones is baby land. When the music is soft, sleep 
small and low, like babies.   In the other land, when the music is loud, dance big and high 
like giants having a party. Babies can go to sleep low to the ground and giants move big 
at their giant party. 
 
When the music changes, go to the other side.  Don’t stop in the ‘doorway’ (where the 
cones are); go all the way into the land.  Be safe.  
 
Reflection: Which land were you in when you were big? Small? High? Low? (Words or 
pointing to the land are both okay.) 
 
Transition: Line up, and then sit Ready Position for the developing skills demonstration. 
 
Developing Skills  Duration  Music   Props 
  5 min.       Free Dance (Songs for Dancing) cones, yoga squares 
Beginning, Middle, End Dance    
Run to the square. Make a big, high shape.  Leap over the cones! End on a square in a 
low, small shape.  Side slide to the end of the line. 
 
Transition: Children help clean up and find a place for resting. 
 
Resting Duration  Music   
 5 minutes Brain Bop 13 & 14 or Songs for Dancing Resting (Instrumental) 
 
Transition: Make a talking circle. 
 
Creating (Creating & Improvising)  Duration Music  Props 
Word Cards    10 minutes  live action word cards 
 
Draw three action word cards. Dancers must assign a level to words and dance must 
begin and end in a SIZE shape.  Example words:  hop, run, crawl, Dancers could choose 
hop high, run middle, crawl low.  Example: begin in a small shape, end in a big shape.  
 
Reflection: What actions did we do? What did we do first? Second? Third?  When were 
we high?  Low?  Big? Small? 
 
Transition: Make a talking circle. 
 
Activity   Duration    
Closure   5 minutes 
 
Go over concepts of the day again.  Go around room, ask favorite activity.  Dismiss	  by	  
favorite	  size	  or	  level	  as	  children	  dance	  to	  line	  up	  at	  the	  door.	  	  
	  


